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ABSTRACT 

We have studied as a function of energy three reactions producing 

4.1-h Tb149g from Tb compound nuclei and nine reactions producing Dy 

products from Dy compound nuclei. Incident particles were B
10

, B
11

, c12
, 

and o16 of energy 4 to 10.4 MeV per amu. Measurements of the average re-

coil range give strong evidence that all these reactions proceed by compound-

nucleus formation. _We report angular distributions of the final heavy 

products for all these reactions. Fromangular distribution data we deduce 

the average total energies of photons and neutrons for each reaction. In 

the Tb reactions the average total photon energy is always less than 12 

MeV. In the Dy reactions the average total photon energy varies linearly 

with total available energy from nearly 0 to about 30 MeV. These large 

differences in total photon energy are attributed to differences in the 

angular momenta of the initial compound nuclei. The rate of increase of 

the average kinetic energy of all neutrons (fromDy systems) is approximately 

proportional to the sq_uare root of.the excitation energy. For a given 

excitation energy of the Dy systems the average total photon energy does 

not appear to vary with average angular momentum. 
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ANGULAR-MOMENTUM EFFECTS ON NEUTRON EM:ISSION BY. 
Dy . AND Ti:J ... COMPOUND . NUCLEI*.· 

Gabriel.N. Simonofff:l:and John M. Alexa;nder 

Lawrence Radiation.Laboratory 
University of California . 
. . . Berkeley, California 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UCRL-10099 ..... Rev. 

In this paper, we attempt to gain information on. .. the aver~ge energies 

of neutrons and photons e!!!i tted from compo-und ntJ.clei excited to energies up 

to approx125 .:MeV. We.att(=Ompt to separate effects ofangular momentum (J) 

from effects of exc:i tation en~rgy, (Ex) by the comparison of <:!ompq1.;md nuclei 

having similar values ofZ, A, and Ex but differing values of J. TlJ.e prod-

149 . 150 151 . 154 
uctE>. Dy · :. , Dy -, and. Dy , wen~ observed f.r?m the compound .sys~ems 

6
d'Jy 

(forme(i, by c
12 

+ Nd
142

), and Dy156 (formed by two reactions, c~2-t: J.'J.C\7:~:4. and 

o16+ ce
140

). Also, the product Tb
14

9g has been observed from several ~Tb· 
'. '.;_: 

compound nuclei. Cross-section data imply that the latter reactions proceed. 

from compound systems with J < 7. 5 n 1, whereas the former reactions involve 

2 
much higher average angular momenta. 

In this work and in previous studies average range measurements have 

been used to test the reaction mechanism.3 These measurements give strong 

evidence that the reactions we study are reactions in which the neutrons are 
. . 

e'mi tted with angular distributions symmetric about 90 deg. 

We report angular distribution measurements for the products previously 

mentioned. A relationship between total neutron energy and root-mean-square 

angle has been derived. This relationship assumes isotropic neutron emission 

but is not extremely sensitive to this assumption. Using this relationship 

and our angular distribution measurements, we obtain average total neutron 
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energies and total photon energies associated with each individual reaction. 

4 In a subsequent paper that pres~nts cross. section data we discuss the over-

all energy and angular momentum balance for these reactions. 

We conclude that thelow-spin Tb compound nuclei that decay to 

Tb
14

9g dissipate less than about 12 MeV in photons. The amount of photon 

emission from Dy compound nuclei of higher spin is quite different. This 

qualitative result was previously obtained by Morton, Choppin and Harvey.5 

Mollenauer has reported observations of photons emitted in complex nuclear 

reactions. 6 His results also indicate that total photon energies increase 

with increasing J of the compound nucleus. Our results imply that total 

photon energies up to about 30 MeV are associated with neutron emission 

from Dy compound nuclei. The average kinetic energy of the emitted neutrons 

is approximately proportional to y'Ex~ The average total photon ehergy 

increases with increasing Ex or J, or both, but is not proportional to 

' . ~-

: •. 

·. 

•. 
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·'· 
II. RECOIL EFFECTS OF THE COMPOUND-NUCLEUS MECHANISM 

The basic features of the compound-nucleus mechanism are the 

following. A projectile and a target nucleus interact to form an excited 

compound system having a mean life that is long compared with the time re-

quired for the projectile to traverse the nuclear diameter. The excited 

compound nucleus decays by emitting particles and photons until a stable or 

radioactive final product is formed. ·The angular distribution of the emitted 

particles or photons is symmetric about n/2 in the frame of reference of the 
.. 

compound nucleus if the level density of the residual nucleus is large 

• .enough- t~ justify the random-phase approximation. 7 
.,.( 

·.\_' 

In this work we study 
-~- --~- i_ ;' . ·. -~ .. ·-:· \,'• :.. ;:;> :. ; ' :· ·~·:· 

systems with initial excitation energies of about 50 to 125 MeV, and thus 

we assume that this approximation is justified. 
i'.'' ... 

Let us consider in detail the consequences of this mechanism for 

two recoil pr.opertie·s.;: of the final 

p , and (b) root-mean-square angle 
• .. :. 

products: (a) range-straggling parameter 

2 1/2 (laboratory system), (eL ) . Let~ 

denote the velocity given the compound nucleus by the initial impact of the 

projectile (this is identical to the velocity of the center of mass). Let 

V denote the velocity in the c.m. system given to the final product by the 
"""' -~; -:~<~- .:~~ .::-·:.); i; ~ . 

evapo:qaijion of particles. Let 8 denote the c .m. angle between ~ and 

and let denote the lab angle between v and 
"-"' 

v + v. The angular 

distribution of V is designated-by w(e), and the recoil distance is taken 
~ 

as equal to k ~~ + :L IN , where k and N are constants. The projection 

R of the recoil distance on the beam direction is given by 

R = k [ v + v IN cos eL . ""' ,..,...., 
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If we have the average quantity (1-) < < v 2 , and if w(e) is 

symmetric about · ·n/2, then the average projection of the ranges on the 

beam direction, R
0 

, can be -considered to- depend only on v, k, and N -

- . - - 8 
and to be independent of V and- w(e). The average range R

0 
of the 

product should be associated with a recoil energy ~ such that 

E 
R 

(i) 

where mass number is denoted by A, with subscript b indicating the born-

barding particl~ subscript R the recoil atom or final product and subscript 

T the target. The kinetic energy of the projectile in the laboratory 
' .... :.; .. ·. 

system· is denoted by Eb . _ 

The contribution to-the measured range straggling from.the dis-· 

tribut-ion of v + V is given by ,..,.,.. """"" 

~ I [R(I¥, &H!,(v,V) J2 
w( e) sin e d8. 

0 (2) 

This integral has been evaluated by substituting the appropriate functions 

of velocity for -R and R
0

. For V < < v, and for w(e) = l we have, to 

order (V/v)3, 

for_ ._w(e) 

'( (R-R )
2

) 
0 -----.., --

R 2 
-0 

2 
= a + b cos e ' 

- N2 (V2)-

- 2 (3) 
3v _ 

·• 

.. 
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and for w(e) proportional to 1/sin e ) 

(R-R0)2) l (v2) 

R 2 
:= 

2v
2 

.. 0 . 

N
2

(V
2
)[l + (3b/5a)] 

3v
2

[l + (b/3a)] 

UCRL-10099-Rev. 

( 4) 

(5) 

. D~t~iled calculation~ by the ~ante Carlo method have shown that for . ~2 < < v 2 

·' .. 

the range distribution due to evaporation effects can be closely approximated 

by a Gaussian distribution with straggling parameter denoted by 

we have 

: :9 _..:•.:c 
p . Thus 

n 

( 6) 

.The average square of the angle ·. (eL
2

) of the recoil atoms is g:Lven 

by 

7T 

2 l J _(er_, ) 2 
tan 

0 

To order (V/v) 3 for w(e) 

-1 v sin e 
v+V case 

1 we have 

2·(v2 ) +,, 

3v
2 

2 
w(e) sin e d8 

(7) 

(8) 
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For w(e) 2 
=.a + b cos f? we have 

For W(B) proportional to 1/sin 8 we have 

(v2~ 
2v 

(9) 

(10) 

The equations given above show relatiom~)1ips between some observable . 

properties and the magnitude of the velocities v and v. The velocity v is, 
......... ........ -

of course, specified by the momentum of the projectile and the mass of the 

compound nucleus: 

2 v 
2~ ~ 

2 
(~ + Ar) 

(11)' 

· The value o:f \v2
) is determined by the average total kinetic energy T 

n 

the emitted particles in the c .:rp.. system and by their angular and energy 

,, dif?~tribtltions. The recoil velocity due to. emission of photens can be 

neglected. 

0f 

Assume that the cornpeund nucleus emits nucleons in rand0m directions 

then w(e) ·. = _l, and ·we have (P
2

) ·= .2 T , where P is the resultant 
n 

momentum .of the final product. ·Then we can approximate the recoiling mass 

by .·~ (~ + Ar + ~) and we have 

8T 
n (12) = 
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The total energy available in the c .m .. system .is E + Q) therefore the c.m,.. 

average total energy emitted as photons T')' is 

T 
')' 

E + Q.- T c.m. n 

·Thus) from Eqs: (3), ( 6)) (11) and ( 12) we have 

p.2. = 
n 

4N2Tn ("\ + ~)2 . ·. 

3Eb~ (~ + ~ + ~)2 

'.· 
and from·Eqs. (8), (11) and (12) we have 

·,-, ' 

.• 

In all these relationships the neutron mass is taken as liDi ty .. · 

(13) 

(14·) 

(15) 

If the angular distribution of the emitted particles is not isotropic) 

the development is much more complicated. However) from Eqs. (5) and (10) 

one can see that even an extreme case. of w(e) ~ '1/sin e .leads to changes 

of only about 25% in p ) and about 15% in (e 2 )
1

/ 2 . 
n L .. 
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III . EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 

In our experiments ve have made observations of the nuclides 4.1-h 

7.4-min Dy150, and 17.9-min Dy151 . These are the only known alpha-

emitting nuclides in the rare-earth region that have convenient decay periods 

and favorable alpha branching ratios • Therefore, measurement of the alpha 

radioactivity by ionization chambers allows us to identify these specific 

PI'Oducts without chemical analysis, thus eliminating chemical-yield errors. 

In other worR·we have observed. that cross sections for Tb149g from 

Tb compound ~uclei. are very ~ma11. 1 Also Dyl50 and Dyl5l cross sections 

4 from Dy compound nuclei are very large. The excitation functions for ny-14
9 

Tb149g from Dy compound nuclei closely resemble those for Dy150 and + 

·D 151 4 149g y . We infer that a dominant fraction of the Tb · that is observed 

from Dy compound nuclei actually comes from radioactive decayof Dy1~9 to 

Tb149g. Therefore we refer to the recoil properties of Tb149g produced 

from.Dy compound systems as those of Dy149. 

A. Range Measurements 

The 
',, .... 2 

range measurements were made with thin targets (30 to 100 JJ.g/ em ) , 

. and thin Al catcher foils (approx 150 JJ.g/ cm2 ), as described previously .3 '8 

On a probability scale, F t , the fraction of the total activity. that passed 

thrqugh catcher foils of combined thickness t, was plotted against t. These 

probability plots always indicate that the range distribution can be des-

cribed as a Gaussian function with two parameters (the average range R0 

and the straggling parameter p ) : 
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2 

P(J:\)dR = d.R. (16) 

The results of the range measurements are given in Table I. The 

first three columns give the reaction, beam energy, and observed product, 

respectively. The values of the measiired quantities Ra and p are given 

in the fourth and fifth columns. The measured straggling parameter is the 

result of contributions from several sources: (a) finite target thickness 

Pw , (b) catcher-foil inhomogeneities pf , (c) inherent straggling in 

the s.topping process p · , and 
s 

(d) the nuclear reaction p ~ Tf·· all these 
n 

contributions are treated as Gaussian we have 

2 p .. 
n = 

2 .• 2 
P - Pw ··. "· '(1 ... 7) -···-. -·. 

; The effects of Pw , pf , and p 
s 

have been .subtract.ed as previously des-

cribed,3 and we show the values of p 
n 

. _._,:· 
The values of pn are not accurate .enough to use in a quantitative 

Vfay ·, ... Vie ca:t:J. only say that the values of pn are not inconsistent with any 

conclusions deduced from the angular-distribution results. As shown in 
. . . . . 1/2 

the values of pn and (eL 2) are both related to Eqs. (14) and (15), 

T The major result from the range measurements is the determination of 
n 

the average range R0 . 

·.; .·. _: ... :. 
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B. Angular-Distribution Measurements 

The angular:"'distrihution measurements were performed by,essentially 

the same method as developed by HaTvey et . al. 5' 10 A thin target layer was 

exposed to a collimated beam from the Berkeley Hilac. The Nd
144

, Nd
146

, 

and Ce140 targets were prepared from enriched isotopes obtained from the 

Oak·. Ridge National Laboratory. 
. 142 . . . 144 

The enrichments were 97.4% Nd , 97.3% Nd , 

146 140 
96•2% Nd , and 99·6% Ce · . A thick (0.001-in .. ) Al catcher foil was 

placed at some distance from the target; and the catcher was cut into rings 

concentric about the beam. 

The. geometry of the appartus is shown in Fig. l. The angular 

resolution, of the beam was defined by two l/16-in. collimators to approx 

0.5 deg in some experiments. In others the second collimator was l/8 in. 

in diameter, giving rise.to an angular definition of approx l deg. The 

effect of the size of the second collimator was measured experimentally 

(see· Table· IV). 

The.catcher foil was cut by a stainless steel cutter and a hydraulic 

press into rings of l/8-in. radial dimension. Each ring subtended approx 

l deg. Two different cutters were used. The dimensions of these cutters 

were carefully calibrated by weighing several sets of rings cut from sheets 

of uniform Al foil. The angles defined by each ring .are given in ·Table 

II. 

The results of all angular-distribution measurements are given 

in Table III .. The first two columns give the beam energy and target 

thickness, respectively. As shown in Table II, the two cutters had 

slightly differynt dimensions. Therefore, for each experiment we give the 

cutter, and, for each ring, the fractional cross section per unit angle 
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rojatfJ. The average angl~ ,(eL) _ was calculat~d by the .relq.tionslJ.ip 

L: (a;. I a) ( e . ) l . l 
(18) 

i 

•. ·.! 

where (ei), is tbe mean angle_ of the. ith ring and ro.ja is the fra,ction 
--l . 

of the total activity ohsezyed in_thatring. 'rhe.root-mea,:p,._square angle -

was similarly calculat~d: . -

= [ 

' . . 2] 1/2 

.
L: (m.ja .. ) (e. ) _ 
. / l l 
l 

(19) 

where is the mean squared angle of the ith ring. Values of m. 
l 

less than 2% of the maximum value of 60. were not included in the summations. 
l 

The effect of target thickness on the angular distribution of Tb149 

was carefully studied for several cases. One series of these experiments-is 

shown in Fig. 2. The values of change significantly 

but not ¥ery rapidly with the target thickness, as shown in Fig. 3· We have 

used the values of d (eL)/dW and d(eL2)1/ 2/dW shown in Fig. 3 to correct 

these average properties to zero target thickness. The assumption was made 

that all reactions of the same projectile have the same valu~'-~f, d'(Gi)ldW and 

d (eL2):1/ 2/dW. This is probably a very good approximation (especially for 

12 16 . the C and 0 experlments), because the angular distr-ibutions and recoil 

velocities are very similar. ·The detailed angular distributions in Table 

III for W\= 0 were obtained by linearly extrapolating Le/al:E to W == 0 for 
_I 

each ring. This procedure becomes more uncertain, of course,-with.increasing 

angle. 

The effect of collimator size was carefully studied for two different 

144 . 12 
cases (Nd + 122.8-MeV and 77·5-MeV C ). The angular distribution was 
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in a separate experiment with the second collimator 1/8 in. (a.ngular 

definition·~ l deg.). The average angles ·(eL) and (eL2 )1/ 2 were enlarged 

by 0.25 and 0.30 deg respectively by the poorer angular definition of the 

beam. We ass1ime that no correction is necessary for experiments with two 

l/16-in. collimators, and for the other experiments we correct the average 

angles by the above values. The. corrected values of. the average angles are 

given in .Table IV along with average energies that are discussed later. 

·. -.:- _ .. ·. ~ _, , ....... . 

'•. j' 

;:_·-:-: .•. :· ·----- ::..: ·- .-

.-:-·--· 
. . :·~ .. -------,-. ~._;.·· ~~ ·~ \' ;-;, . 

... 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

.A. Ranges 

In preceding pape'rs we have presented an internal-consistency a~gument 

for using average range values to test. the validi:ty of the compound-nucleus 

model.3 The lack of independent range-energy data for heavy recoilatoms 

necessitates this kind of treatment. First, assume that the compound-nucleus 

mechanism is valid. Thus Eq. (l) should give the recoil energy ER , appropriate 

to the average range R0 . Then the values of R0 are plotted vers;us ER'. as in 

Fig. 4. From this figure we see that one smooth curve fits all the measure-

ments. 
.... ' ' . ; ' ' 4'' 

Furthermore, this .curve is the same as is consistent with Tb1 9 range 

measurements from many other reactions. 3 This test imp.+ies that Eq. (l) gives 

a correct description of the recoil energy or, in other words, that the 
· •• ,!· 

projectile transfers all its momentum to the compound system. We conclude 

that the most likely mechanism for all these reactions is compound-nucleus 
j_ '. ::. , • ~-.: r:: ~.·; :.\ ' .. : ! . 

formation, followed by emission of particles with forward-backward symmetrJ. 

All further discussion is based on this conclusion. 

B. Angular Distributions 

From the average recoil-range measurements we have concluded that 

al), ,.t:Pe. reactions studied here proceed by> react~ons for which the angular 

distribution o_f the emitted neutrons is essentially symmetric about n/2 in 

tn~ center.,..of.,..mass system. We use mea:surem.ents of the angular distribut:Lon 

of' the final products to calculate averp.ge kinetic energy of the neutrons 

and also average total photon energies. 

The angular Q.istri'bution of the final products_ depends on the energy 

and angular distributions of the emitted neutrons (see Sec. II). If the 
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neutrons are emitted only as s waves, then their emission ~s isotropic. 

However, if neutrons are emitted-with nonzero P. values, then forward-backward 

peaking is expected. 7 The classical. limit to this forward-backward preference 

is·given by an angular distribution of the form7 

w(e) ~ 1/sin e . 

Experimental studies of heavy-ion reactions have shown that alpha particles 

and fission fragments are emitted with angular distributions approaching 

this limitj neutrons and protons are emitted with much less forward-backward 

peaking. 11 Ericson's formulation of this problem leads us to expect that 

most of the neutrons are emi~ted with 

As shown in Section II, the value of . 

nearly isotropic angular distributions. 7 

(e2 ) l/2 is not very sensitive to 
L 

small anisotropies in neutron emission. 

Let us assume initially that all neutrons are emitted isotropically. 
,., ; 

From. Eqs. (13) and (15) we can calculate the average energy emitted as 
·:...~. ·-· . ~ ·-
photons, and the average kinetic energy of the neutrons for each reaction. 

The results of these calculations are given in Table IV. First we give 

the bombarding energyj then the average angles 

corrected for target thickness and angular definition of the beam. In the 

last three columns we give-the total available energy (Seeger's mass formula 

·:Wa:s: used12 ), the average total kinetic energy of the neutrons, and average 

··total photon· energy. We estimate that the values of T have a standard 
n 

error from experimental sources of not more than about lOojo. 

If the neutronsare not emitted isotropically, the true energies 

will differ from those given in Table IV. The maximum alteration due to 

this effect can be estimated from Eq. (10), which indi·cates that 

for isotropic neutron emission is approx 33% greater;than for w(e) ~ 1/sine. 
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Thus, .if all the neutrons are emitted with this extremely anisotropic 

angular distribution, then ~he neutron kinetic energies should be increased 

by about 33% (see Eq. 15). Also, the total photon energies should_ be 

correspondingly decreased (see Eq. 13). In this paper we proceed with the 
'. 

discussion based on the approximation of isotropy. For this reason the 

neutron energies in Table IV are probably somewhat too small, and the 

photon energies are too large. Notethat these errors are systematic. There-

fore they probably have only a small effect on the dependence of-T and - - - n 

T')' on reaction type a~d bombarding energy. Precise measurements of range 

straggling due to the velocity distribution would give a test of this 

app:r:oximation. 
. '· 

In Fig. 5 we plot the average total photon energy T against the 
'Y 

total available energy. There is a striking difference between.the reactions 

149 .-150 151 . l49g 
_.-leading to Dy - , Dy , Dy and those lead1ng to Tb . Incr~as;ing, .-

the available energy leads to a rather slowly increasingphoton ener~y 

for Tb149g reactions. But ;fo,r Dy reactions most of the available energy 

greater than about 10 or. 15 MeV is dissipated by photon emission. 

There is a small internal inconsistency,in the T values that .. . 'Y 

_ . • ~e .• have calculated. These values become mega~ive .for two cases; this effect 

, •c _, ;, i~, on, the border line of. our e:x;perimental errors. Also this result depends 

on the masses used to calculated Q values. We have used Seeger's mass 
'." < : 

12 
formula for both the target and heavy product nuclei. If the angular 

distribution of the neutrons is J?eaked _forward and backward, this in-

consistency is even more pronounced. 

As discussed in another pa~er, the reactions leading to Tb
149

g 

l probably involve only systems of-.low a,ngular momentum (< 7.5 n). The 
' ·' _1"\..1 

results of this study imply that for these Tb compound nuclei of low spin 
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photon emission does not compete favorably with neutron emission. The 

. t . 1 d... t D 149 D. l50 . . d D l5l h . h. h , t . . 4 reac lOns ea lng o y , y , an y ave very lg cross sec lOns; 

thus the observed products must be formed from compound nuclei that have 

' 2 
angular momentum distributions typical of most compound systems. Presumably, 

this primary angular-moment~ distribution gives rise to a large number of 

compound nuclei of high spin·. 
2 

As the excited nuclei decay, the angular 

momentum must be removed by particle and photon emission. Angular momentum 

barriers increase the lifetime for neutron emission, and thus photon emission 

becomes a competitive process. Grover has described the features o':f this 

t •t• 13 compe l lOn. 
' ·, .. ... ,.: 

Another way of presenting our experimental results is'to plot the 

average energies per emitted neutron versus the available energy per neutron 

(:E '· 4- Q)/x. These plots are shown in Fig. 6. Plots of cross section c.m. 

versus available energy per neutron lead to very similar results for the1se 

and· other similar reactions. The reactions (HI J xn) Dy149 J Dyl)O J Dyl5l all 

peak at about 5·9 MeV.per neutron.
4 

The reactions (HI, xn) Tb
149g all peak 

' 1 
at 3 to 4 MeV per neutron. 

' l49g 
The Tb reactions give values of T and T that are expected 

n . 'Y 

from evaporation theory without angular momentum effects. Increasing avail-. 

able energy goes mainly into kinetic energy of the neutrons. For Dy reactions 

the average kinetic energy of the neutrons increases rather slowly with 

available energy. For the smaller available energies almost.no energy goes 

to photons. For the higher available energies the photon and neutron energies 

are comparable. 

It has frequently been assumed that the classical rotational energy 

of a compound nucleus is not available for nuclear evaporation.
14 

Thus this 
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rotational ener~ is expected to be disipated by additiGnal photon emission. 

Our results, h(l)wever, are not consistent with this idea. The reactions of 
. '12 . .· 144 ' ·.. 16 . . . .·. 140 .. : . ' 156 ; 
C w1thNd and of 0 w1th Ce bG>th form Dy compound nuclei. Over 

the.energy region of. our studies, .the average squared angular momenta differ 

byabout25% f~r· a given value of the excitation en~rgy. And yet,. in .Figs. 

5 and 6 the values of Tn and T are usually indistinguishable. A possible 
.. . ~ . 

exception. is for ny149productions at-energies near threshold. 
' . . . 

The.se values of. average neutron and photon energies are ass0ciated 

with .specific reactionsinvolving neutron emission .. Molienauer's observations 

of ph~tons are, on the other hand,-net associated with such specific reactions. 
. ' 

By reference-to the excitation functions, we can extract information about 

average energies of all neutr0n-emitting reactions. E~citation functions for 

all the (HI, xn) Dy149, 'ny150 , ny151 reactions peak at about 5·9 MeV per 
. · .. 4· 

emitted neutron. Thus, if we compare T and T values at 5·9 MeV per 
n ~ 

neutron, we get a .measure of the variation of these quantities with number 

(~) of. ~eutrons or exc.itation energy (E~). 
. . . - . 

The values of the average 

neutron ·energies (at 5.§:1· MeVpe~ neutron) in Fig. 6 are.preportional to 

(Ex) 0.4i!:O.l5. The average ]lhoton energy.per emitted neutron·corres]londingly 

decreases with Ex. The excitation functions give information related to 

the energy and angular momentum of the first neutren emitted in the eva:f>oration 
~ ' .. : , .. 

cascade. A more detailed comparison of the results of this study with ex-
-~---: f.: '- ·' . . 4 

citation function measurements is given in a following paper. 
;" ~·. · .. -_. '• 
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C. Conclusions· 

:_·, ~:- j" ' . 

To summarize this study we may list the f~llowing conqlusions: 

(a) The react:ions involving DE;Utron emission that we .have studied proceed 
:,·: 

by compound-nu~leus formation. 
. .. . . . ' . 16 .. · .. 

(b) The decay of Dy 5 excited to 65 to 

125 MeV is almost the same for 
12 144 . . 16 140 . 

C + Nd and for 0 + Ce in spite 

of a difference of about 25% in (J2). Compound nuclei of low spin (as 

measured by reactions forming Tb149g) have very different decayproperties 

from those of high spin (as measured by reactions forming ni149, D~/5°,, and 

151 Dy ) . (d) The ·low-spin c9mpound systems dissipate·less than about 12 

MeV. in photons; the remaining energy appears as kinetic energy of the emitted 

neutrons. (e) The ,compound ~ystems of higher spin dissipate, on the average, 

·about one-half their: available excitation ener.gy,byphoton emission. (f) 

For a given reaction, the average total photon energy (T )·increases almost 
. . . . .· . ·. ~ 

li~early with the available energy, and extends to .T values of approximately 
· .. ~ . _,: . .' ' ,.. 

30 MeV for available energies of 50 to 60 MeV. (g) The average kinetic 

energy.of the neutrons increases approximately as the square root of the 

excitation energy . 
. :.1··· 

'· .. : 
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Table I. Range measurements in Al. 

Reaction Bombarding · Observed Average Measured Nuclear 

energy,~ 

(lab) 

(MeV) .. 

140.0 

128.1 

112.4 

100.4 

100.0 

88.2 

120.5 

95·0 

product 

. Tbl49 

. 150 
.. Dy 

149 Tb 

Dyl50 

Tb:L49 

. Dyl50 

Tbl49 

151 Dy 

Dyl5l 

D 151 •. y 

Tbl49 

_ Dy150 

Tbl49 

150 . Dy· 

Dyl5l 

range, R straggling reaction 
0 

(mgj cm2) parameter, p straggling 

0.953 

0.958 

0.910 

0.803 

0-758 

0.730 

0~677 

0.661 

0-,551 

. o. 554 
.;. 
; 

'0.183 

·0.190 

0.186 

0.197 

0.196 

0.202 

0.193 

0.200 

0.196 

0.199 

0.245 

o:248 

0.224 
I 

0.223 

0.237 

a parameter, p 
n 

o. 09±0 .. 035 

0.102±0.03 

~ o. 083±0. 04 

0.105±0.03 

0.089±0.033 

0.10±0.03 

~ 0 

~ 0 

A:1 0 

0.082±0.03 

:::-: 0 

~ 0 

~ 0 

a 
The value of p is given only if-it· is significantly different from zero. 

n 



Tabie II. 

Ring 
number 

4 

.5 

6 

7 

8 

9· 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

_Ailgles defined by. e~ch 
~utting edge _(deg). · 

Cutter. 1 

0 .. 

1.16 

2.10 

3-12 

·4.15 

5-16 

. ' 
Cutter 2 

0 

1~04 

2.04 

3-07 

4.12 

5·15 

6.16 6~18 

7·17 

8.21 

9.19" 9•19 

10.19 

11.18 

12.13-

13·'14 

14.15 

10.19 

11.16 

12.15 

13.17 

i4~10 
15 

16 ~· :~::: 
15.08 

i6.66 

aFor each ring the inner and outer angles are 
given. The outer angle for any ring is the 

· inner angle :for the next · · 
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Bombarding 
energy, Et, (lab) 

{MeV) 

_94.0 

99·7 
111.6 

122.8 

94.0 

99·7 
111.6 
122'.8 

122:8 

122.8 

122.8 

122.8 

89-7 
101.0 

111.0 

Target 
thickness 

w 2 
(~g/cm ) 

n.o 
77-0 

30·9 

30·9 

36-4 
36.4 
21.0 

Cutter 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2b 

1 

2 

2 

Table III. AngulB.r distribution results (Continued) 

Fracti~rial cross· section per. unit angle 

<E-------~---------- Ring number 
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Nd144(C12 
1 5n)Dy151 

0.036 0.086 0.123 0.140 0.137 0.115 0.096 0.074 0.052 0.038 0.025 0.018 
o.039 o.o8o o.116 0.139 0.127 o.119 o.101 o.o76 o.o54 o.o41 0.027 0.021 
o.o4o o.wo 0.135 o.149 o.14o 0.117 0.105 0.075 o.o47 0.029 o.014 0.013 

o.o50 o.o89 o.114 0.129 0.133 0.137 o.1o1 o.o8o 0.059 0.037 o.024_ 0.013 

Nd144(c12 I 6ii)OC50 

13 

0.015 
0.015 
0.010 

0.010 

·o.o48 o.o88 o.114 o.146 o.149 o.117 o.o99 o.r:m o.o48 o.o37 o.027 (o.o17) (o.o12) 
o.o54 ·_, .... 0.129 _, o.147 0.131 0.107 o.o82 o.061 o.o38 ·o;o1Ii o.o12 

·o.o49 ~ .... o.12o _, o.133 o.133 o.1o9 o.Os6 o.066 o.o45 o.024 o.o12 
o.o44 _, ,_ o.o96 _, 0.115 o.126 o.106 o.og2- o·.o78 o.o58 0.037 o.029 

Nd144 (c12 
1 7n)nyl49 

(o.o54) o.o85 0.119 0.152 0.146 0.120 o.106 0.077 o.o46 0.028 o.o18 o.o14 

<- 0.067 -> 0.121 0.139 0.143 0.129 0.103 0.075 0.051 0.035 <- 0.016 _, 

o.o34 o.o82 0.118 0.139 0.138 o.126 0.103 o.o88 0.057 0.039 <- 0.020 _, 

<-' o.o47 -> 

o.o58 _, 

0.051 _, 

o.o46 _, 

0.057 _, 

~ 0.112 ~ 

~ 0.125 ~ 

~ 0.121 ~ 

+- 0.111 ~ 

r- 0.127 ~ 

0.130 0.129 o;no 0.090 o;068 o.o48 0.035 0.024 

o.141 0.126 0.110 o.o84 o.063 o.o4o 0.022 

0.135 o.126 0.111 o.o86 o.065 o.o46 0.022 

0.120 0.122 0.105 0.091 0.069 0.053 0.032 

o.145 0.128 0.110 o.o83 o-.062 0.039 0.018 

Ce14o(Ol6 I 5n)Dyi51 

o.o62 o.142 0.187 0.188 o.167 o.1oo o.063 0.030 o.o1~ o.o1o o.oo6 o.oo6 

o.053 o.142 0.186 0.189 o.145 0.113 0.075 o.o48 0.019 o.o11 o.oo4 o.o02 

0.011 

o.oo8 

0.012 

0.013 

o.oo8 

0.012 

0.018 

0.007 

o.o45 0.129 0.177 o.184 0.159 0.120 0.079 o.o43. o.b2o o.o11 0.005 o.o02 o.oo1 

14 

o.o11 

0.014 
(0.005) 
(0.006) 

15 

(0.007) 
(o.oo8) 

(0.003) 
(o.oo4) 

17 18 

(0.005) (o.oo4) 5·39 6.26 
(o.006) (o.oo4) (o.oo3) 5·63 6.56 

4.94 5.66 
(0.003) 

(o.oo8) (o.oo6) (o.oo4) 5.24 6.o4 

5.22 5·93 
5.56 6.33 
6.24 7.09 

0.006 (0.003) 

o.oOs o.oo5 (o.oo3) 

0.016 

{0.006) 

0.006 
(o.oo8) 

o.oo8 

o.oo4 

0.007' 

0.012 

0.003 

0.012 

(o.oo4) 

(0.003) 

(0.005) 
0.006· 

0.002 

o.oo4 

0.009 

0.0015 

0.005 

(O.Oo4) 
(o.oo4) 

o.006 (o.oo4) (o.oo3) 

5·03 5.76 
5·05 5.80 
5.40 6.15 

5·73 6.51 
5-21 6.01 

5.48 6.22 
6.01 6.88 

5·09 5.84 

3·85 4.40 
4.00 4.53 

4.o8 4.70 

I 
N 
w 



Bombarding 
energy; E, (lab) 

(MeVJ 

>57.f 
>59·9

8 

67.8 
70.1 

.75.1 
102.4 

9Q.2 

103.7 
103.7 

103.7 
112.8 

55 .. 6 

70.1 

83.4 
92.0 

100.6 

111.7 
122.8 

Target 
thiCkness 

w 2 
(~g/cm ) 

27.2 

30.3 
27.2 

30·3 

25.2 
25.2 

Cutter 

1 

2 

Table III. Angular distribution results 

Fractional cross section per tmit angle 

~·ing number 

5 7 9 

Prl4l(cl2'. 4n)Tbl49g 

10 11 12 13 14 

o.o46 0.107 0.155 0.169 o.l49 0.121 0.090 0.055 0.039 0.020 0.012 0.007 (o.oo4) 0 (0.002) 
o.o44 0.108 o.l49 0.155 o.151 0.128 o.o96 o.065 o.o4o o.o24 0.016 o.oo8 o.o06 (o.oo4) 

0.033 o .. o89 0.132 0.149 0.150 0.133 0.100 0.074 o.o45 o.o30 0.018 o.o12 o.oo8 0.005 

0.033 0.079 o.126 o.l47 o.l44 o.132 0.111 o.o83 o.o5o 0.037 0.019 o.oo8 o.oo7 (o.oo5) 

Ndl46(Bl0, 7n)Tbl49g 

.(o.o31) o.067 o.o92 0.112 0.122 0.118 0.111 o.o89 .o.o83 o.064 o.o42 o.026 

· (0.024) 0.035 o.o49 0.069 o.079 o.o96 . o.o98 o.o98 0.090 o.o82 o.062 o.067 

Ndl46(B11, 8n)Tbl49g 

0.016. 

o.o45 

15 

0.002 
0.022 

16 17 

(0.011) 

18 

4.51 5·15 

4 •. 69 5-35 
4.97 5 .. 64 

5-09 5. 73 

5·97 6.77 
7-78 8.64 

(o;o59)'0.078 o.o95 o.114 0.126 o·.122 0.101 o.o88 o.o62 o.o56 o.o)4 0.019 o.o12 

(0.025) · o·.o47 0.073 · 0.099 o.lo4 0.112 o.109 0.112 o.o74 0.075 0.051 o.o37 o.o28 

(0.026) o.o46 0.069 o.o90 0.099 0.108 0.101 o.o96 o.o81 0.071 0.057 o:o43 • 6.037 
0.025 o.o48 o.o74 0.100 0.107 0.113 0.111 0.110 0.078 0.075 o.o48 o.o)4 o.o24 

(0.027) o.o43 O.O!i7 o.o83 0.101 0.113 o.1o8 o.o94 o.o85 0.075 0.053 o.o44 o.o36 

O.oo8 (0.005) (0.003) 5.54 6.37 

Nd142(c12, 3n)Dy151 

o.o48 0.130 0.159 0.173 o.16o o.ii5 o.o84 o.o46 0.031 o.ol4 o.o1o o.006 
o.o43 o.1o6 0.137 0.159 o.1';7 o.:lle4 o.o96 0.072. o.o4o 0.026 o.o14 o.oo8 o.oo8 

Ndl42cci2, 4n)Dy150 

o.o43 0.101 0.158 0.170 o.l48 o.118 o.o87 0.057 o.o42 0.028 o.o1; o.o13 (o.oo9) 

0.033 o.o92 0.134 0.153 0.151 0.130 0.099 o.o7o o.o47 0.030 0.017 o.o11 .o.oo6 
o.o36 o.o89 o.119 o.1~8 o.l4Ei o;129 o.ilo o.o86 o.o53 o.o36 0.022 0.015 o.oo9 

Ndl42(c12, 5n)Dyl49 

o.o38 0.097 0.136 0.159 0.153 0.125 0.095 o.065 o.o46 0.027 0.015 o.o1o o.oo7 
o.o38 0.093 0.132 0.152 o.146 0.132 0.102 0.075 o.o49 0.030 o.o21 o.o11 o.oo7 

o.o36 o.o88 0.126 o.l47 o.l42 0.129 o.11o 0.079 o.o54 0.032 o.o21 o.o12 o.oo8 
... 0.053 _, 0.110 0.132 o.137 0.130 o.11o o.o88 o.o64 o.o43 o.o28 0.018 o.o1o 

0.013 o.o1o (0.007) (o,6o5) (o.oo3) 6:69 7'.53 

o.023 o;on (b.o11) (o:ooa) (o.oo6) 1.13 8.07 

o.oo8 6.50 7.29 
o.025 o.o~' (o.o11) (o.oo7) (o.oo5) 7.13 8.o4 

o.oo4 
o.oo4 

o.oo4 

o.oo4 

b .23 4.83 

,4. 73 5·37 

4.68 5-36 

4.92 5-57 
5-18 5-85 

o.o38 o.066 o.o92 0.115 0.127 o.124 0.112 o.o96 0.075 0.053 0.039 0.024 +- 0.013 -+ 

oE- 0.005 ""'* 
(o.oo4) 

4.82 5-49 
4.98 5.64 

5.10 5.77 
5-43 6.15 
5.84 6.58 

I 
N 
~ 

~ 
I 
f-' 
0 
0 
\.0 
\.0 

~ 
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Table III<: Angular distribution results (Continued) 

Bombarding Target Fractional cross sectiOn per unit angle C:JJ/at:B {deg -1) 

energy·, ~ {lab) thickness Cutter 
{MeV w 2 

(~g/cm ) 

101.0 36.4 1 0.063 0.134 

111.0 21.0 2 0.045 0.129 
121.1 36.4 2 o.04r o.114 

130.4 36.4 2 0.038 0.110 

139-2 21.0 2 0.040 0.1o8 

111.0 21.0 0.043 0.120 

111.0 .72.8 0.043 0.107 
111.0 0 o.o43 0.125 
121.1 36".4 0.045 0.122 

130.4 36-4 o.o47 0.114 

139-2 36-4 1 0.046 0.110 

139-2 21.0 2 o.o43 0.113 

163.0 36.4 1 0-039 0.091 

aThe energy-degradin~. foils were damaged by the beam .. 

bTh~ second c~llima.tor was 1/8 in. 

3 4 

0.166 0.183 

0.177 0.184 

0.151 0.177 

0.158 0.177 
0".164 0.171 

0.161 0.172 

.0.150 0.163 

0.165 0.175 

o:154 ·o.170 

0.157 0.169 

0.153 0.166 

0-157 0.171 

0.130 0.149 

cValues in piu-entheses were ·obtained by graphical extrapolation. 

Ring number 

6 7 8 10 11 12 

Ce140( 016, 6n)J2l150 

0.167 0.120 0.079 0.024 0,032 o.oos o.oos o·.o04 

0.159 0.120 0.079 0.043 0.020 0.011 0.005 0.002 

0.166 0.131 o.o8o 0.054 0.040 0.021 0.013 0.006 

0.153 0.124 o.o89 0.059 0.036 0.022 0-007 0.003 

0.160 0.120 0.094 0.055 ._0.033 0.019 o.oo8 0.003 

Ce140(016, 7n)Dyl49 

0.158 0.120 o.o86 0.055 0.030 0 .. 016 0.007 o·.oo5 

0.153 0.126 o.o94 0.064 0.037 0.022 0.013 0.007 
0.160 0.118 0.083 0.051 0.027 0.014 0.006 o.oo4 

0.158 0.128. 0.034 
\ 

0.092 0.058 0.013 0.010 0.006 

0.156 0.125 0.093 0.058 0-035 0.020 o.oo8 0.007 

0.153 0.135 0.091 0.059 0.037 0.019 0.009 0.007 

0.156 0.127 o.o88 0:061 0.033 0.018 o.oo8 o.oo4 

0.146 0.135 0.110 o.on 0.053 0.030 0.017 0.009 

13 14 15 16 17 18 (eL) 

4.03 

0.001 4~o8 

4.44 

4.42 

4-37 

0.002 o.ooo6 . 4.33 
0.005 o.o04 4.64 
o.ooo4 4.20 

4.39 

4:43 
0.003 4.50 

4.38 
0.003 4-93 

(e2l/2 
L 

4.59 
. 4.70 

5-06 
4.97 

4.92 

4-9~ 
5-28 

4.?6 

. 4.96 

5-01 

5-09 
4.95_: 

5-55. 

I 
N 
1.11 

~ 
I 

f-' 
0 
0 
\0 
\0 

~ 
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Table rv. Average angles and energies 

Bombarding Corrected Corrected ·Total Average Average 
energy (lab) average root mean available · total. neutron total photon 
~ (MeV) angle (~1) · square angle energy, energy, T energy, T 

( deg.) ( ~~) (deg.) E +Q(MeV) · (MeV) n (MeV) r 
em 

141( 12 
Pr c } 4n)Tb149g 

> 57-7 3-94 4.49 > 6.2 < 6.2 > o.o 

> 59·9 4.o8 4.64 > 7-9 < 6.8 > 1.1 

67.8 4.40 4.98 15.2 9-0 6.2 

70.1 4.48 5-02 17'•3 9-4 7-9 

Nd146(Bl0} 7n)Tbl49g 

75-l : 5· 54 6. 25 15-7 12.8 2.9 

102.4 : 7· 35 8 .. 12 41.2 29.5 11.7 

Ndi46 (Bl\ 8n~Tbl49g 
-. 

5-83 17.8 14.6 3·2 90.2 5-10 

103-7 6. 50 7·29 30-3 26.J 4.0 

112.8 .. 6. 94 .· 7.80 38.8 32.8 6.0 

'142(12 Nd · C } 3n)Dyl5l 

55·6 3.61 4·.li 9·3 5·0 4.3 

70.1 4.11 '. 4.66 22.6 8.2 14.4 
f 

N~l42(cl2} 4n2Dyl50 

4.06 8.1 6.6 
r/ 

70.1 4.65 14.7 

83.4 4.30 4.86 27.0 10-5 16.5 

92.0 4.56 5-14 34·9 13-0 21.9 
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Table IV. Average angles .and energies -(Cont.) 
' . ~ . . ' . . . . . .. . - ' . 

Bombar-ding · Corrected ·Corrected·· , Total 
available 
energy, 

Ecm:t:Q(MeV) 

energy (lab) average , . root-mean 
~- (MeV) angle (E!) s~ar_e aing1e 

92.0 

100.6 

111.7 

122.8 

77· 5 

83.4 

94.0 .. 

94.0 

99·7 

111.6 

122.8 

94.0 

'99·1 .. 

111.6 

122.8 

(deg;).' {e
1

) . (deg.) 

4.20< 

4.36· 

4.48 

4.81 

5.22 

4.48 

4.57: 

4.88 

4.87 

4.85-

5.19' 

5-32 

4.66' 

.. o. 4~E8 ... 

5·03 

5·09 

·' •• 1 

4 . 14 
Nd:L 2(c12, 5n)Dy 9 · 

4.J~ '·· 

4.93 

5•06 

5.44: 

5·87 

5·23 

5·25 

5·47 

5.64 

5·52 

5·92 

6~06· .. 

'16.8 

24•7 

32.7 

42.9 

53·1 

'22.6 

27.8 

38.8 

49.2' 

144 -~2 149 
Nd (t: , 7n)Dy 

5·35 12.4 

5·· 39 - .. 17.6 

5·74 28.6 

5.84 39·0 

Average · ·' Average 
total-neutron total·photon 
energy,· T energy) T 

{MeV) n . (MeV) . y 

10.1 

ll. 9 

13·7 

17.5' 

22.5 

11.1 

12.2 

14.9 

15.8 

16.0 

20.6 ' .. 

14.1 

19.3 

21.9 

12.8 

25.4 

30.6 

4.1 '' 

6.8 

11~8 

-1.7 

2.4 ... 

9·3 

17.1 



Bombarding 
energy· (lab) 
- ~ (MeV) 

101•0 

111.0 

101.0 

111.0' 

121.1 

130:•4 

139· 2: 

llLO:-

121_.1 
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Table· rv;· Average angles and e·nergies (Con{.) 

Corrected- Corrected 
average _· root mean available · 

angle (e1J square. angle energy) 
2 . 

( deg .)' _ ( e
1

) (deg.) _ E . +Q(MeV) 

3-63 

3-78 

._,3 .. _95·., 

4.22 

4.20 

4.24 

4.20· 

4.17 

4.21 

4. 26 

4 .• 71. 

em 

. -

Cel4o(016, 5n)Dy15l 

4.16 

4:.27 

4-55 

15.4 

25-5 

34~5 

cel4o( 016, 6n).Dy150 

I 
4-33 -· 17.!6 

4-55 

4.80 

4.71 

4-77 

4:76 

4.70 

4-75 

_·-. 4.82_ 

5,! 29 

_,··. 
-, 

35·7 

44~0 

51.9 

1:6.4 

'25•5 

33~8 

41.7 

b3.l 

Average 
total neutron 
energy, T 

(MeV) n 

11.0 

13-0 

l6.l .· 

13-3 

16.1 

19.6 . 

20.3 

22.3 

19.0 

20.9 

32-3-
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· Average· 
total photon 
energy, T 

(MeV) r 

4.4 

12·5 

18.4 

10.5 

16:1 

-1.4 

12.9 



First collimator 
1/16 in. 

Foi Is, for energy 
degradation 
mounted her~ , 

-29-

. /; 

UCRL-10099 Rev. 

' Catcher foi I 
(cut into rings of 1/8 in . 

rodiol dimen~ion) 

6.9 7 i n.---i 

Water-cooled 
copper 

i:··. 

'·' ·' 

Second collimator'· 
1/16 or 1/Sin. 
Target mounted 
here 

MU-25763 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for a.ngular
distri but ion measurements. 

.-_ '.-.~ 

·.\. 
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Ndl44 (C~7n)Dyl4~. 

Eb= 123 Mev 

" :.·' 

W=I0.8· 

Lab angle, 8Lfdeg) 
MU-26037 

; ·: ~ . 
. . . 

Fig. 2. · The effect of target thickness on obs~rved angular
distribution .. The target thickness W is denoted for ~~ch 
curve in ~g/cm2. These data are for the reaction Ndl~~ 
+ 123-MeV cl2. ~ nyl49 + 7n. . 
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b 

4·0 L___lck0:--~20,..-~30,_.:---:;401,;--;5;!;:0:--6;:!;0~70~~8:;:;:0-

Target thickness, W (fLglcm 2
) 

MU-26038 

Fig. 3· The dependence of (a) the2ay72age angle (SL) and (b) 
the root-mean-square angle (eL ) on target th~ckneps w. 
~'7o;s N~l~~e +~~~3~~=Vr~~~t~o~~fr~4:+ 7~~4-MeV Bll-7 Tbl49g + 8n·; 

C fbr Cel40 + l39::..MeN ol6 -4 :Dyl49 + .-7n; and 
· D for Cel40 +. i11.:...MeV olE? -7 Dy14.9 + 7n. 
The rmmbers in parentheses denote ·the- slopes of the curves in 
deg/ (IJ.g/ cm2 ) . 
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\ . 

Co leu Ia ted recoi I energy, E R (Mev) 

MU-26039 

::: 

Fig. 4. Average range ·Ro in Al vs the c~l8ulated rer.ft;i..l energy E1\. 
Symbols are as f'ollaws: · ny-151 (!] ; Dy ~ A ; Dy '7 . 0 . Open 
symbols are f'or t4e reactions cl2 + Nd1~4; closed, f'or ol6+ cel40. 
The smooth curve ·is 'f'rom ref'erence · 3"· 
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Total available energy, EGm:o 

. 'f 
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60 ·70··· 

(MeV) 

;/ . 

MU-28462 

'., 
, .. ·-

'l',o 

Fig. 5· Total photon energy vs total available energy. The 
upp17r curves are for Tb compound nuclei and the product 
Tbl'+9g. .Tl;te lower curves are for: Dy compound nuclei and 
products ny-149, ny-150, and ny-151. The number of emitted 
neu~rons is indic~ted for. eapb curve. Sy:gtbols are as follows: 
Prl'+l(cl2, 4n)Tbl49gO ; Ndl46(Bl0, 7n)Tbl49g e; · 
Ndl46(Bll, 8n)Tbl49gy; Ndl42(cl2, 3n)Dyl51 X; 
Ndl42(cl2, 4n)Dyl50 ® ;. Ndl42(cl2, 5n)Dyl49 ~; 
Ndl44(cl2, 5n)Dyl51 o ; Ndl44(cl2, 6n)~50 ~ 
Ndl44(cl2, 7n)Dy149 0 ; cel40(ol6, 5n)Dyl51. 
cel40(ol6, 6n)nYJ-50 A ; ce140(ol6, 7n)Dyl49 A 
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-> Q) 

~ - -> Q) 
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Available energy per emitted neutron, ( Ec.m.+ Q )/x (MeV) 

MUB-1408 

.... 

Fig. 6. Average total energy of photons (a) and average energy of 
n~'utr.ons' ·(b) vs iwailable ·energy per emitted neutron (E + Q) / x 
f · · · h c.m. or reactions in wh1c .x .neutrons are emitted. ·Symbo_is are as 

· in Fig. 5. 
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.Thi~ repor~ was prep•red as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A.- Makes any warranty or representation, ·expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, complete~ess, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any info.rmatipn, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in thi~ report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes an~ )iabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed :in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "pe~son acting on behalf of the 
Commissio~'' includes ~ny employee or cont~actor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such· employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
o£ such coftt~actor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pur~tiant to his employment or contract 

.with the Commission, ~r his employment with such-contractor. 
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